SMITHSONIAN has just yet to erupt here on the scale that it has in England, the quarter's house. But if reaction to the second of two nearly sold-out crowds at the Universal Amphitheatre is any gauge, it won't be long before the Smiths' U.S. appeal becomes decided area-size.

And deservedly so, for in concert the Smiths' melodic musical backdrops, anchored by guitarist Johnny Marr, meld with the witty melancholy of lead singer Morrissey in a kind of sublime that hasn't been exhibited this well since the heyday of the Kinks.

Certain lyric subtleties were diffused in the amplitude, but Morrissey more than compensated with incisive, emotional renditions of ballads like "I Know It's Over." His quietly charismatic stage presence, however, turned the latter portion of the performance into a screamed-down crescendo.

The two-hour show included songs from each of the Smiths' studio albums, though selections from their latest, "The Queen Is Dead," clearly generated the most enthusiastic response. (Considering the number of songs performed, the omission of the group's breakthrough hit, "What Difference Does It Make," was surprising.)

The group's sound was beefed up by a second guitarist, allowing Marr more room for his trademark chiming guitar runs and intricate solos on songs like "Reel Around The Fountain." The preponderance of midtempo numbers were buoyed by Morrissey's transeelence and mildly teasing flirtations.
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It was New York City night in Los Angeles Aug. 15. Over at Chaver Ravine the Mets were hanging on to beat the Dodgers 5-4 before a sell-out crowd while back at Universal Studios the 6,000-seat hall inexplicably was only two-thirds full, despite Reed's enduring stature as one of the premiere voices of rock, roll and art rock.

The Del-Lords got the evening off to a rocking start, their limited repertoire of covers (the basic rock 'n' roll canon) and themes (true love, rock 'n' roll radio, commitment) overcome by musical muscle. The New York based band was put on a thick, but thin real crowd would probably seem like a caricature on the streets (Continued on next page)